Finally, there are alternatives to a note mod or an a7, including a short-term bridge loan to be taken back
into HUD through a new HUD 232/223(f) refinance. This strategy can enable a borrower to payoff secondary
indebtedness, fund the payoff of a partner(s), or simply re-leverage the loan to more appropriately capitalize
the project. And unless the bridge loan is funding equity out with an LTV over 70%, the bridge loan should
not be required to season and can be refinanced back into HUD immediately after the bridge closing.
Within 30 days from late April to late May 2021, VIUM Capital closed several "note mod alternative"
transactions, including three separate a7's. Our clients were able to significantly reduce monthly debt
service through re-amortizing their existing loans at a lower interest rate while funding prepayment penalty
costs and elective repairs through loan proceeds. These loans, which paid off three separate legacy HUD
lenders, totaled approximately $30 million and consisted of seniors housing and healthcare properties
throughout the Midwest, including one in Ohio and two in Illinois. Additionally, within the same 30-day
period, VIUM closed a bridge loan from its proprietary bank balance sheet for a skilled nursing facility in
Texas that paid off an existing HUD loan and recapitalized the project. The new HUD 232/223(f) insured loan
has already been submitted back into HUD, ensuring that the project will only be out of HUD for a few
months.
Existing HUD borrowers that want to capitalize on the current interest rate environment should make sure to
assess all possible options (note mod, a7 and bridge) before completing a note mod to make sure they are
structuring the financing ideally for their near and longer term organizational goals. Considerations to think
about include minimizing the interest rate, taking advantage of longer amortization to further reduce debt
service payments, whether to fund any near term capital projects, and appropriately leveraging the asset so
as not to trap equity in the project. These points become even more relevant if a sale or buyout of existing
partners is on the horizon in the next 3-5 years.
Shakespeare reminds us in The Merchant of Venice that "all that glitters is not gold." Was he referencing
note modifications?
·rhis article was completed with contributions from VIUM Capital's Summer Analysts, George Economus and Savannah Madden.
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